
BATTERY VACUUM CLEANER

„This is a real lifesaver  
for the quick and dirty jobs!“

STARSTAR
The most compactThe most compact

FOR FAST FOR FAST MOBILE OPERATIONS MOBILE OPERATIONS 

L 18V



             L 18V 
The cordless vacuum cleaner to go!

Compact, powerful - simply SMART!
Only briefly saw off something, quickly drill a hole or in a hurry something has fallen down that needs to be vacuumed up -  
we know the situations. But do you have to unpack the big vacuum cleaner and look for a power outlet or sweep up the dirt 
with a broom? No, we have the solution - the SMART L 18V! Thanks to powerful CAS battery technology and a handy 4.2 kg 
empty weight, it is quickly at the place of use and reliably vacuums or vacuums up. 

Battery vacuum cleaner SMART L 18V

The new accessory system
The new QUIX system enables accessories to be changed quickly, 
safely and easily. The tool sleeve and handle tube are attached, 
snap into place and can be removed again with a simple hand 
movement.

Anyone can vacuum 
The SMART can do more. Thanks to the practical blowing function, 
in addition to vacuuming dry and wet, blowing out, drying and 
discharging exhaust air is also conveniently possible. 

Maximum mobility
The most compact suction unit from starmix can be carried over 
the shoulder in a relaxed manner thanks to the carrying strap 
supplied, while suctioning from the ladder, for example. 

The perfect addition to the fleet 
The CAS battery power not only gives the SMART super suction 
power but also makes it the perfect addition for all those who al-
ready use devices from the CAS fleet and can thus use the batteries 
across devices. More info at www.cordless-alliance-system.de.



Article no. 123455

Scope of delivery

Accessories See scope of delivery

Optional: Battery pack 18V Li-Power 5.2 Ah, Art. No.: 459745
Charger ASC 55 Art. No.: 448848

Filter bag 1 fleece filter bag FBV 6
after-sale fleece filter bag FBV 6 (pack of 5)
Art. No.: 459721

Equipment

Main filter Pleated filter FPP 3000 (polyester)
Dust retention capacity: 99,9
Art. no. 459738

Filter cleaning manual - PressClean

Power levels 2-stage - ECO and BOOST

Extendable hose 0,5 - 2,8 m

Blow function yes 

Carrying handle & strap, hose fixation yes 

Accessory holder yes 

Technical data

Voltage                                                                          Volt 18V 

Running time with 1 x 18V 5.2 Ah (circa) 
(we recommend the use of 5.2 Ah batteries.)

Running time with 1 x 18V 10.0 Ah

Boost: circa 14 min
Eco: circa 25 min

Boost: circa 28 min
Eco: circa 49 min

Charging time 1 x battery 18V 5.2 Ah
                       1 x battery 18V 10.0 Ah

104 min
200min

Volume flow (max.) 
measured at motor head / hose end                                l/s 37

Underpressure (max.) 
measured at motor head / hose end                            mbar 130

Container volume (max.)
Gross dust-water                                                                l

6,0 / 4,5 / 2,0
Plastic

Sound pressure level                                                   dB(A) 71

Dimensions                                                             L × B × H 21,2 x 28,8 x 39,3 cm

Filter area                                                                      cm2 3000

Weight                                                                           kg 4,2

 Scope of delivery: 

Accessories
1 × Equipment hose AS 32-280, Quix, ø 35 mm ×  
       0.5 - 2.5 m, art. no. 459677
1 × hose AS 32-280, Quix, ø 35 mm × 0.5 - 2.5 m, 
art. no. 459677
3 × suction tube 32-35 (32 cm each), ø 35 mm, 
       art. no. 459707
1 × tool sleeve AS 28/35, Quix (anti static),
      art. no. 459875
1 × handle tube basic, Quix, 
1 × upholstery nozzle
1 × crevice nozzle

SMART L 18V 
Portable cordless wet/dry vacuum cleaner,  
Dust retention capacity ≥ 99 % acc.   
Dust class „L“

Just hang it over your shoulder, 
vacuum it up, and you‘re done! 
Everything should be that simple.



The CAS is a manufacturer-independent battery system of 
leading power tool brands. It combines a spirit of innovati-
on, high product performance and the common goal of ma-
king professionals independent of the power socket. Toge-
ther with nine other manufacturers, starmix and haaga are 
among the founding members. The circle of the CAS is gro-
wing steadily, in the meantime we are at 300 machines 
and 32 brands with only one battery.

With the CAS batteries, machines, battery packs and chargers from different manufacturers can be easily combined with 
each other.

100% compatibility for over 300 machines in the 18 volt class!

CAS uses the world‘s most powerful battery system in the industry - from Metabo. With over 30 years of battery experti-
se, Metabo is a pioneer in battery technology and in the topic of „cordless construction site“. The focus is on 18 V, the 
most important application area for professional users.

CAS stands for a sophisticated battery system that you can now rely on for a wide variety of standard and special applica-
tions. Through the multiple use of existing batteries, you achieve clear cost advantages. CAS also offers maximum reliabili-
ty and high investment security of a guaranteed future-proof battery system!

100 % leading battery technology!

100 % User benefits!

Cordless Alliance System:Cordless Alliance System:

One battery for all.One battery for all.
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